NCN 4: recommendations for infrastructure changes
From Loughor Bridge to Blackpill
Introduction
Most pf these recommendations were previously included in the Signing Audits prepared by
David Naylor (DN) in October 2010. At a meeting with Fraser Arnot (FA) and Rob Wachowski
(RW) on 3 Nov. 2011, during which the Audits were discussed, DN was asked to separate the
recommended infrastructure changes from the signing; hence this report.
Advice from this meeting is shown in [italics] at the end of each item.
1. Loughor Bridge approach from west (GR 562980 – 563980)
The photos show the following:
1a
1a: Existing E-W crossing of A4240
1b: View NE from crossing towards.Loughor Sailing
Club turn off. (Existing E. bound route.)
1c: Station Rd junction with Castle St. Existing W.
bound route follows arrow on to pavement and
makes sharp left turn
Comment
This route is narrow, visibility poor and the crossing
near the roundabout dangerous.
Recommendations
Make the existing E.
1c
1b
bound route two way so
that W. bound cyclists
as well as E. bound
would cross Castle St
at its junction with
Station Rd (1c).
The cycle lane shown in
1b should be continued
across the Loughor
Sailing Club turn to link with the Station Road junction. Note that this crossing should follow the
edge of Castle St and not be deflected to beyond the bell mouth. In addition a table crossing,
possibly with a zebra, should be considered at the Station Road junction.
[A site meeting to consider this is proposed.]
2. Culfor Road(GR 572976 – 561966)
The map (2) shows the part of Culfor Rd
south of the A484.
Comment
This road is a ‘rat run’ and although
30mph needs additional measures to
make motorists aware of cyclists.
Recommendation
Add advisory coloured cycle lanes on
blind left hand bends as shown in red on
2. These would be on one side only and
would serve to make motorists expect
cyclists. Being advisory they can be
driven on when free of cyclists.
[Not discussed at the meeting]
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3. Fford Beck junctions (GR 585966 & 588966)
Photos 3a & 3b, both looking east,
show respectively the west and east
junctions.
Comments
The interruption of Route 4 at these
two junctions are examples of bad
practice. The bellmouths at both allow
cars to exit the main road too fast thus
endangering pedestrians and cyclists.
3a
This is particularly the case at the west
junction where the visibility is very
restricted.
Recommendations
Both crossings should be altered to allow cyclists and
walkers to follow the line of the road without being
diverted to the back of the bellmouths. The path should
be marked (coloured) across the junction. In the case
of the westerly junction the roundabout should be
removed. Also the bellmouths should be tightened to
slow turning traffic. Photo 3c, taken in S. Germany,
illustrates an acceptable solution
[These crossing were not discussed at the meeting.]

3b

7

3c
4. Mill St crossing, Gowerton (GR 589966)
The photo shows the wall as it was in 2010 which has since been removed.
The pedestrian crossing is round the corner to the right.
Comments
The two stage pedestrian crossing is not suitable for cyclists.
Thank you Council for getting that obstructive wall removed
Recommendation
Alter the crossing to a single stage Toucan.
[Not discussed at the meeting.]
5. Toucan crossings by Commercial (GR 592963)
Photo 5 is looking east towards the Commercial
Comments
The lack of continuity across what is no more than the
entrance to a car park is bad practice as is also the
positioning of the dropped kerbs at the back of the
bellmouth where users are vulnerable to traffic entering
the car park too fast.
Recommendation
Remove the “Cyclists Dismount” sign and make this
crossing continuous across the car park entrance on
the lines of 3c.
[Not discussed at the meeting.]
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6. Sterry Rd crossing, Gowerton (GR 592963)
Photo 6 is at the end of Woodlands looking NW
across Sterry Rd.
Comments
The W. bound on Route 4 at present turns right off
Woodlands just behind where this picture is taken
and then left on to the B4295. Users then have
two road crossings (4 lanes) to make to get on to
the cycle path on the NE side of the Relief Rd. A
more convenient (and safer) route would use the
Toucan across the end of Sterry Road (visible in 5)
and the Toucan across the Relief Road (on the far
X
right in 5) to access the path on the NE side of that
road
Recommendation
Redirect the route across the Sterry Road Toucan by the simple expedient of providing a
dropped kerb at X in photo 5. The existing chicanes will serve to stop cyclists shooting out
across the road.
[This was agreed.]
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7. Link to Woodcote (GR 596926)
Photo 7 is looking NE from NCR 4 and shows the start of the
track to Woodcote.
Recommendation
Upgrade this track by widening and surfacing it.
[Not discussed at the meeting.]
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